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PAR-16 'BIRDIES'
The smallest of the Parcan range, this small
50w tungsten lamp fixture is great for
uplighting or downlighting in tight spaces.
Can also be fitted with LED par 16 bulb.
Stock: 24

PAR-56 PARCANS
300w tungsten wash lamp with wide bulbs for
uplighting, downlighting, stage wash &
general wash. Gel and gel frames available.
Stock: Black 48
Stock: Silver 16

PAR-64 PARCANS
A powerful 1000w tungsten wash lamp, ideal
for lighting trees, high buildings, and to wash
larger stages.
Stock: 18

PIN-SPOT LAMPS
For focused lighting on table centre pieces or
mirror balls. This is the real traditional old
school pin spot!
Stock: 54
We now also stock the battery pinspot
version - see the Battery Products catalogue.

TRACKLIGHTS
Each track comes with 3 x 50w adjustable
lamps, making this an ideal product for
lighting buffet tables and bars. More lamps
can be fitted per track if required.
Stock: Tracks 16 | Fittings 55

SOURCE-FOUR
PROFILE SPOT
A 750W focusable spotlighting to light stage
positions, musicians or any decor that
requires a dedicated spot light.
Stock: 6

ROBE ROBIN-300
WASH
Programmable LED intel fixture designed as a
wash light, ideal for colour washes & effect
lighting. Great for general venue wash
lighting. Operates on DMX512 and requires a
lighting console and engineer.
Stock: 12

CHAUVET ROGUE
R1 SPOT
Programmable LED intel fixture designed to
project beams and gobos, ideal for effect
lighting and spotting. Works best with smoke/
haze. Operates on DMX512 and requires a
lighting console and engineer.
Stock: 6

CHAUVET
INTIMIDATOR 140
Programmable intel fixture utilising a 200MSD
lamp which has incredible brightness and
beam sharpness. Awesome in haze situations
or sky beams. Operates on DMX512 and
requires a lighting console and engineer.
Stock: 4

ULTRA BRIGHT
180W LEDPAR
RGBW (F4 & F8)

Programmable LED fixture operates on
DMX512 or in stand-along mode. Fitted with
45 degree wide lenses. Exceptionally bright
and can easily be used for all stage, venue
washing, garden and landscape lighting.
Stock: RGBW 30 (F4)
Stock: White 6 (F8)

LED BATON RGB
54 WATT
Powered RGB batton using single chip LED
colours. Colour selection using remote
control. Ideal for walls or backdrops.
Operates on stand alone only.
Stock: 36

LED BATON
5MM LED'S RGB
Ideal for uplighting wider sections of walls,
draping or backdrops. Stand alone only.
Stock: 12

WIRELESS 18W
CHAUVET EZPAR
Powered by AC mains or on-board battery,
this RGB fixture is ideal in small spaces, as
truss toners, or in areas where no power is
available. Now comes with silver stand.
Operates on stand alone or DMX512.
Stock: 42

LEDPAR 75W RGB
Lower wattage and more suitable for indoor
use to uplight walls or decor items. RGB and
operates on stand alone or DMX512.
Stock: 36

LED PAR UV
Ultra bright LED ultra-violet fixture. Ideal for
neon events, day-glow sets or dance floor
wash.
Stock: 4

AVOLITES TITAN
MOBILE LIGHTING
CONSOLE
Small but powerful lighting control console,
used for programming and controlling
intelligent lighting using DMX512.
Stock: 1

AVOLITES TIGER
LIGHTING DESK
An Avolites lighting console, used for
controlling intelligent DMX512 fixtures.
Stock: 1

BATTERY PAR
LIGHTBOX
Battery Lightbox with the power of an LED
parcan, great for more powerful centrepieces or lighting up spaces where power is
limited or where a power cable is not ideal.
White covers available.
Stock: 16

POWERED DECOR
WASH - SHORT
A small, floor-based LED fixture designed for
use along walls, corners, pillars or any
smaller space. A welcome break from the
standard round parcan design.
Stock: 12 (Colour - Grey)

POWERED DECOR
WASH - LONG
A longer floor based LED fixture to uplight
walls or decor drops. Gives great coverage
over longer distances.
Stock: 20

BATTERY DECOR
WASH WHITE
A wireless version of the Small Decor Wash
above, no messy cables and battery lasts for
5 hours burn time.
Stock: 30

BATTERY DECOR
WASH SILVER
Battery decor wash light available with twin
and single bulbs set in a silver metal
enclosure. Battery lasts for 8 hours.
Stock: 20 Twin
Stock: 16 Single

BOXED LED FLOOD
IN WARM WHITE &
RGBAW OPTION
A powered LED flood housed in a silver metal
enclosure. Fixture mounted in a tilt
adjustable position. The RGBAW colour option
is fully controlled by remote control.
Stock: 24 Warm White
Stock: 24 RGBAW remote controlled

WIRELESS BATON
This is a brand new battery powered twin
spotlight with warm white LED bulbs. No
cables so easy and neat to mount. Perfect for
buffet tables, dessert displays, coffee
stations and remote bar lighting.
Stock: 6

6 ARM CRYSTAL
CHANDELIER
Crystal 6 arm 6 bulb chandelier. Ideal for
hanging low over dining tables at weddings,
or making up suspended chandelier clusters.
Size: 600mm (w) x 500mm (h) Weight 8kg
Stock: 12

10 ARM CRYSTAL
CHANDELIER
Crystal 10 arm 10 bulb chandelier. Extremely
popular due to its mid range size and weight.
Size: 800mm (w) x 600mm (h) Weight 5kg
Stock: 24

24 ARM CRYSTAL
CHANDELIER
The most popular of our crystal arm
chandeliers with 8 upper and 16 lower arms.
Size: 900mm (w) x 1200mm (h) Weight 34kg
Stock: 8 (but can be 12 on request)

MEDIUM
NEO-CLASSIC
CHANDELIER
Silver 6 bulb neo-classical chandelier set with
glass crystal.
Size 800mm (w) x 800mm (h).
Stock: 6

LARGE GOLD
NEO-CLASSIC
CHANDELIER
A stunning 23 bulb gold chandelier set with a
high quality crystal. This is a unique item in
our stock and is one of a kind.
Size 1000mm (w) x 1000mm (h)
Stock: 1

EMPIRE CRYSTAL
CHANDELIER
This 4 bulb classic empire chandelier consists
of both round and rectangular crystals .
Size: 500mm (w) x 700mm (h) Weight 12kg
Stock: 6

SMALL NEO
CLASSIC
Black steel trimming with glass crystal beads,
ideal to hang low over buffet/dessert/coffee
stations.
Size: 400mm (w) x 400mm (h) Weight 3kg
Stock: 6

LARGE SILVER
NEO- CLASSIC
CHANDELIER

A centre piece statement consisting of 3 tiers
of intricate crystal and finished off with
diamond shape crystal teardrop pendants
Size: 1000mm (w) x 1300mm (h) Weight 35kg
Stock: 2

SMALL FRENCH
STYLE
CHANDELIER
A small silver single bulb chandelier.
Size: 200mm (w) x 300mm (h) Weight 3kg
Stock: 6

6-BULB GOLD
CRYSTAL BEADED
CHANDELIERS
Gold & crystal-beaded chandelier with
teardrop crystals.
Size: 800mm (w) x 800mm (h) Weight 11Kg
Stock: 8

9-BULB GOLD LEAF
CHANDELIERS
Gold frame with curving leaf design set with
standard cups and crystal pendants.
Size: 800mm (w) x 800mm (h) Weight 15Kg
Stock: 4

PEARL DROP
CHANDELIERS
Pearl drop chandelier with 2 tiers of beaded
drops surrounding 3 large frosted bulbs.
Size: 400mm (w) x 1800mm (h) Weight 15kg
Stock: 2

MIRROR SPHERE'S
A modern glass mirror sphere pendant that
reflects the surrounding. Single decorative or
vintage filament bulb.
Size: 400mm diameter
Stock: 11

JENGA PENDANTS
New to our shelves, these cool pinewood
pendants are ideal for any event where the
client is wanting something creative, unique,
and eye-catching.
Stock: 12

LAMP SHADES
We stock a variety of lamp shades for an
abundance of uses.
Call for more info on current stock.
Stock: Various

3-TIER FRINGE
LAMPS
A one-of-a-kind decorative lighting pendant,
with its 3 levels of tassled fabric, wooden
frames, and 3 unevenly placed frosted bulbs.
Stock: 3

SEED-POD
PENDANTS
A completely unique decorative lighting
pendant containing an internal bulb, that can
be warm white or coloured to your choice.
Tassles or fringing can be added if desired.
Stock: 1m length 20
Stock: 1.2m length 29

CONSOLE JARS
WITH CANDLE
BULB
The classic Consol Jar, with a 40w candle bulb
The original Solar consol jars also available.
Stock: 220 volt candle bulb 20
Stock: Original Solar 34

DIVA BOARDS
A unique product consisting of 25 Naked Bulb
Drops in a 5x5 matrix. Ideal for sharp and
simplistic styling. Bulb heights can be
adjusted to suite.
Size: 800mm x 800mm
Stock: 4

RUSTIC WOOD
PENDANTS
Rustic Wood Pendants are made from
reclaimed furniture, and have 5 Naked Bulb
Drops using decorative bulbs.
Stock: 10

WHITE WOOD
PENDANTS
The white wood pendants have 8 bulb drops
and is finished in white. Various bulb options
available.
Stock: 12

NAKED BULB
BATONS
A fixed 2.4m batton with 5 pendant drops,
available with Frosted or Decorative bulbs.
Cable drop length can be adjusted or coiled
for effect.
Stock: 16

NAKED BULB
DROPS
Singular bulb drops, available with Frosted
Bulbs, Decorative Bulbs, vintage filament
bulbs and LED Decorative Bulbs.
Stock: varies depending on choice of bulb

PAPER LANTERNS
Great for that 'floating orb" or "sphere
effect'. Available separately or with battery
LED light pods in either warm white or colour
of choice, all operated by remote.
Stock: various

FAIRY LIGHT
STRINGS
Industrial strength warm white LED fairy light
strings are available in 18m length in white or
green coloured cable.
Stock: 12 green
Stock: 36 white

FAIRY LIGHT
CURTAINS
Fairy light curtains are available in 2 sizes 2m wide x 3m drop and 2m wide x 9m drop.
Stock: 3m 36
Stock: 9m 6

FAIRY LIGHT
CLUSTERS
Also available with 3 x Naked Bulbs.
Stock: Small 12
Stock: Large 8

FESTOON/BISTRO
LIGHTING
Festival style lighting, using warm white
bulbs. Available in 10m, 20m & 30m lengths.
Other bulb options available are Led golf ball
bulbs and LED colour changing bulbs
operated by remote control.
Stock: 400m in various lengths

FIBRE OPTIC
PANELS
Now in white (no longer black), these cool
starlight boards are great positioned behind
bridal tables or at entrances. Static colour or
scrolling colour options.
Stock: 2

MIRROR BALLS
Available in 30cm, 40cm and 50cm sizes, and
require either a powered motor or a battery
motor for movement.
Stock: 30cm 4 | 40cm 6 | 50cm 3

MIRROR BALL
MOTORS
On the left is the powered AC type, on the
right the battery type.
Stock: 220v 6 | Battery 6

JB SYSTEMS LED
DEVIL II
A simple and effective dance floor lighting
effect. Creates laser-style beams of light in
various colours, with twisting movements and
operates on a "sound to light" stand alone
basis.
Stock: 4

CHAUVET 4-PLAY
Simple and very effective stand-alone dance
floor fixture. Operates on a "sound to light"
basis producing different patterns in various
changing colours.
Stock: 2

ADJ QUAD-PHASE
Simple effective dance floor fixture, which
operates in a "sound to light" stand alone
basis producing beams that twist and change
colour.
Stock: 2

NJD DATAMOON
The original sound-to-light dance floor fixture
producing beams that spin and change colour
to the music program.
Stock: 2

PIXEL TUBES
CALL FOR PRICING
Stock: 1.2m 96
Stock: 0.8m 296
Linear RGBW tubes that are 360 degree and
operated from a media server that controls
all pixels individually to create a myriad of
effects from rolling sine waves to emulating
falling water and snow. Direct video images
and brand logo's are also possible depending
on tube orientation and closeness proximity.
Used vertically hanging or ground based in
housings or clustered together to form a
cascading chandelier capable of unbelievable
effects.

MARTIN MAGNUM
SMOKE MACHINE
An 1800w high output smoke machine.
Includes fluid & fan. Stock: 1

HAZE MACHINE
This machine emits a gentle spread of haze,
lighter and softer than a smoke machine.
Includes fluid. Stock: 1

LOW-FOG MACHINE
An industrial-strength low-lying fog machine
that is gauranteed to give you 30 minutes of
ground hugging fog, roughly 10msq. Indoor
use only.
Stock: 2

BUBBLE MACHINE
Twin wheel high density bubble machine
Stock: 1

SCENT MACHINE
Scent machines to add a variety of fragrances
to events or corporate launch environments.
Vast variety of scent oils available.
Stock: 4

SPARKULAR
MACHINES
Awesome indoor pyro effects BUT with no
heat or fire. These sparkular machines are an
awesome effect and extremely safe using
cold spark technology
Stock: 2

TRUSS TOTEMS
Upright aluminium trusses to support lighting
fixtures. Sizes is 30cmx30cm in various
heights of 2m, 2.5m and 3m. White and black
sleeves also available.
Stock: 8

CIRCULAR 2M
TRUSS
A 2m diameter round truss, perfect for
hanging clusters of chandeliers from, or for
custom lighting designs, decor elements, or
used vertically with a chandelier or pendant
fixture suspended within.
Stock: 8

LIGHTING STANDS
Various tripod stands for lighting mounting.
Spigot and T-bar available.

